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Crux of the Matter

 The PRC sees maritime territorial dispute as crucial for the security of the South 
China Sea for itself, and feels it should assert that now.

 Energy Resources: a key factor that motivated China to make a claim to begin with, 
but not key issue now.  If so, it would have promoted joint explorations.

 Fishery resources: This is real, and is used for China to assert its claim.

 Beijing also sees assertiveness from other disputants as a result of US’s policy to 
‘pivot back to Asia’.

 Beijing does not see that assertiveness from other disputants as a reflecting their 
concern over China’s rise and heightened assertiveness.

 Vietnam and the Philippines try to stand firm in their own claims under Chinese 
pressure.

 China’s trajectory of rise implies that a robust stance will be the new norm.

China’s Policy

 Steady and from its perspective non-provocative assertion of China’s ‘historic’ rights 
over these islets and thus the important sea routes of communication

 Not in a rush to force others out, just to show and reaffirm China’s determination 
and capacity to assert its claims and deter other disputants 

 Protection of such important waters so close to China should no longer be left to the 
US Navy

 The 9 dashed line maritime claim will not be abandoned.  The only question is how 
hard the claim for it will be pushed.

 Hilary Clinton’s robust articulation of US position in Hanoi (July 2010): has deterred 
the Chinese Government from formally declaring the S China Sea a core national 
interest. This reflects the scope of Chinese flexibility.

Risk for 2013

 Risk for a confrontation is not high.

 China’s foreign/security policy is still guided by the united front approach, which 
means that it will focus on one primary contradiction at any one time.  It is the 
China-Japan dispute over the Diaoyu/Senkaku islets in the immediate future.

 Chinese attention & resources: focused on East China Sea disputes.

 In comparison: risk in East China Sea is high
o Emotional factor on both sides.
o Chinese policy to change the reality on the ground.
o Japanese capacity to stand firm or even to push back.

 Other disputants in SE Asia not keen to push for a confrontation. Capabilities to do 
so also limited.

 Real risk: unintended escalation triggered by actions of local level commanders on 
the spot.


